Mr. Manoj Agrawal has a property business to take care of – something that requires lots of effort and concentration with accountabilities to carry on. Also, notwithstanding, with his wife, children, younger brothers and mother, he is the head of family.

Back in late 2012, he realized his eye-problem when it started to interfere in his daily work routine. He went to doctor’s clinic for eye-checkup. He was told that he is suffering from Cataract. Later, as it got matured enough to be operated, he checked with his acquaintances and Sadguru Netra Chikitsalaya was the general consensus- ‘To whomsoever I woulkd speak of, about my cataract, they would say – go to Chitrakoot. Go to Sadguru’s.”

From Chhatarpur, covering almost 200 km, he came to Chitrakoot. After the initial investigations in morning, he got operated in noon. He chose to stay back and next morning as he got discharged, he said, “I am grateful to all who suggested me for Sadguru. The facilities are best and service is excellent.”